AT HOME HOW-TO GUIDE:

KID CLEANUP

STEP 1:

DON’T PANIC
This how to guide will show you exactly how to
make sure the spills and accidents from your
children don’t turn into stains.
As long as you follow these steps in a timely
manner, there’s no need to worry about the plate of
spaghetti junior just dropped on your white carpet.

STEP 2:

SOAK UP FLUIDS
Grab paper towels and press down on the spot.
Soak up as much of it as you can, using as many
towels as you need.
Don’t do anything other than put pressure on
the spot. Don’t rub, wipe, or twist. Just
pressure.

STEP 2 FOR NON
LIQUIDS:

VACUUM
If the mess isn’t a liquid, removing the dirt/
soiling with a vacuum is a must.
Wait until the carpet is dry.
Once dry, slowly vacuum the area until all of
the loose soiling is removed from the carpet.

STEP 3:

DILUTE THE AREA
After you’ve soaked up as much of the spill as
possible we need to dilute what’s still left.
Wet the area with an amount of water similar to the
amount of liquid/marker/food/etc. that your child
left on the carpet.
The goal here is to minimize the leftover staining
on the carpet.
Repeat step 2. If you have a wet/dry vac, this could
replace step 2.

STEP 4:

ELIMINATE SOILING
To ensure the spot doesn't become a stain we need to
separate the soiling from the carpet fibers.
Ideally you do this with a professional spotter. If you
don’t have one you can use simple dish washing soap.
If you’re using soap, mix 1 TBSP of dishwashing liquid
with 2 cups of cold water.
Dampen the towel with the soap mixture or spotter
and blot the spot.

STEP 5:

MICROFIBER TOWEL
Soak up everything with a microfiber towel. If you
don’t have one, a cotton towel will work fine.
Microfiber is preferred because it is incredibly
absorbent.
This step will grab everything left behind from step 4.

STEP 6:

DO THE TWIST
Wait until the carpet is dry. This is important in order to make sure
the spot does not come back.
Carpets dry from the bottom up. If the spill made it to the backing
of the carpet it will show up on the surface of the carpet as it dries.
This is why we wait until the carpet is dry to pull up the final
residue of the spill.
Grab a damp white cotton towel. White is best so we can see what
we’ve recovered from the carpet.
Do the twist!
Put the white towel on the dry spot and stand on top of it. Twist
your foot back and forth so that you are putting pressure on the
spot.
Pick up the towel and see how much you’ve transferred from the
carpet to the towel.

STEP 7:

FREE SPOTTER!
We mentioned in Step 4 that using a professional
spotter is best to eliminate spots.
We would love to offer you a free bottle of
spotter so you don’t have to worry about these
accidents ever again.
Claim your free bottle here.

(508) 347-8085

Since 1989 we’ve been guaranteeing our clients the most thorough
cleaning ever or your money back. We’re a family owned and operated,
IICRC certified, premium carpet and upholstery cleaning company. Our
mission is to wow our customers with unforgettable service and
attitude. We earn our customers trust through our expertise and
educational approach to all of their carpet and upholstery needs while
utilizing the safest, most natural cleaning products available.

